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VO Soluttions on Display at IB
Deliver a Compellin
ng Experien
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O’s End-to--End TV Pla
atform
At IBC2018, VO will showcase its end-to-en
nd, cloud-ba
ased TV Pla
atform as a Service (TV
VaaS)
based on
n user interfa
ace from VO
O partners. TVaaS provvides OTT a
and pay-TV operators w
with a onestop soluttion to delivver multiscre
een servicess across any network. T
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The fully managed solution delivvers outstan
nding TV se
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ond quickly
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allenges; and
d manage, publish, perrsonalize, and
monetize content on multiple de
evices.
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ed devices and
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Home and V
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est-of-breed end-to-end
d addressab
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d in particula
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Content Protection Services are
nging its nexxt-generatio
on suite of a
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ervices to IB
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aming on the web and collect
c
legallly relevant documentation to fight
piracy.

In addition, VO’s real-time DRM analytics capabilities will be demonstrated. The AI-enabled
detection of service anomalies, such as content piracy incidents, can provide invaluable insights
into the operational challenges faced by a premium content service provider. Coupled with a wide
range of possible countermeasures, these insights become actionable in near-real time by a
security analyst, thereby making a significant difference in service profitability.
VO Technologies in Action
VO will offer several demonstrations showing the company’s technologies in action at IBC2018.
These include:
 A demonstration with Global Technology Group, a leading telecommunications operator
in Myanmar, to showcase how the operator is successfully delivering high-quality OTT
content, including live and on-demand, for its LaLaKy! service with VO’s TVaaS platform.
 VO’s deployment with Orange Spain will be showcased with a hybrid Android STB,
powering OTT and IPTV offerings. The Orange service is secured by the VO DRM solution
and is available on STBs, smart TVs and mobile devices.
 VO will showcase low latency for live broadcast using its VO player combined with Anevia’s
technology.
 Wibox’s IPTV offering will be shown on an Android STB powered by VO DRM solution,
protecting 4K content, including live.
Company Overview:
Viaccess-Orca is a leading global solutions provider of OTT and TV platforms, content protection, and
advanced data solutions for a personalized TV experience. The company offers an extensive range of
innovative, end-to-end, modular solutions for content delivery, protection, discovery, and monetization. With
over 20 years of industry leadership, Viaccess-Orca helps content providers and TV operators shape a
smarter and safer TV and OTT experience.
Viaccess-Orca is part of the Orange Group and the company’s solutions have been deployed in over 35
countries, reaching more than 27 million subscribers.
For more information, visit www.viaccess-orca.com or follow the company on Twitter @ViaccessOrca and
Linkedin.
Product and company names mentioned herein are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective owners.
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